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These are the results from the Parent/Caregiver Survey done at the start of Term 4 2018.  

There were 20 respondents – 21.9% return.  Thank you to everyone who took the time to 

complete the survey – I appreciate your thoughts and ideas.   

In reporting these results I have given the raw responses to the first questions, percentage 

graphs for the 17 multi choice questions and I have summarised the last two options 

(Dunsandel School 3-5 years and any other comments).  The summary of the last two 

questions is to ensure these ideas are reported equally and fairly –these formulate discussion 

points for the school to consider.  Any responses directed at certain individuals within our 

school have been summarised and shared with those individuals. 

No individual respondent has been identified in any reporting.   

If you were asked to describe the strengths of Dunsandel School to a 

friend what would you say 

A supportive environment by most teachers. Children are friendly and they know the schools values 

Small classes, sheltered, pride values 

Everybody looks after each other, a strong sense of belonging and very well structured. 

The culture of respect, kindness and having a go, the teachers and its community. 

Excellent community, small class sizes, focus on PRIDE values a real bonus 

Small size, safe environment 

Small class sizes-which are not open plan! There is definitely a sense of community at the school, the 

children and staff demonstrate the PRIDE values of the school within their everyday practice. 

The size, school culture and some top notch teachers and amazing support staff 

Small, friendly, cohesive school. Small enough for everyone to easily get to know each other. Caring 

teachers. Modelled by Yr 6s demonstrating their leadership with the smaller kids. One class per year 

group which gives a good sense of belonging. Varied grounds to play in. 

Small, friendly, community-based culture 

Small friendly environment 

Its a great school with small class sizes, friendly staff, and a high standard. 

Honestly I don't know. I don't really know what the strengths are. I feel a lot of it would revolve around 

sport being a strength which is fine if your child is that was inclined but if they're not I'm going to tell it 

like it is. 

. 

Dunsandel School is very supportive with the children’s learning and I love the pride values they teach 

the children a lot. 

A great size and very community orientated school with a good set of values 

I find it well organised, I like when you go to assembly’s or events the children sit nicely and quietly 

when the teachers or speakers are talking to the assembly the school expects the children to show 

respect for their teachers, peers, the school uniform, other parents/caregivers. I feel the school gives 

a good variety of opportunities from sport/ music/ education and play. I appreciate they value more 

traditional methods of learning while also exposing the children to the “digital” ways of the future. 

Good all round school with supportive parents and strong values 

Great community/family feel. Welcoming and friendly. 

Very friendly environment with approachable teachers for both parents and children. A strong school 

belief system with all children on board especially senior children. Fantastic school wide sports and 

cultural days. Great parent information systems. 
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Parent/Caregiver Idea/Comment Discussed/Date Outcome 

Culture 
Children/Families sharing their culture with 
others with others 

  

PRIDE Values  
Continue with these 

  

Te Reo Maori  
Taught more widely throughout the school 
Kapahaka 

  

Parent reporting 
Clear individualised across all areas of 
curriculum 

  

Sport 
More range of opportunities 

  

Learning 
Individualised learning 
Inquiry based learning 
Play based learning in NE 
More regular feedback on what can be done 
at home 
A synopsis each week of what the children 
are doing in class. 
More teaching content rather than skills 
based focus 

  

The Arts 
Continue with external music teachers 
Choir compulsory as sports are 
Evening out sports participation and 
excellence toward other types of cultural 
and intellectual pursuits 

  

Digital Technologies 
Keep exposure to computers but no BYOD 
Continue expansion intro computer/apps 
digital technology based learning 

  

Homework 
Needs to be engaging 

  

Well being 
Increased emphasis on resilience and 
emotional intelligence 

  

Classes 
Classes stay balanced and year/age 
appropriate 

  

Expectations 
Sometimes the school places too higher 
emphasis on academic achievement.  

  

Parents/Caregivers  
Maximise partnership – parenting 
workshops. 

  

Publicity 
Celebrate outside of school achievements by 
the children 
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As a school we will consider these discussion points that have been raised from the survey 

responses.   

 
D Robinson 

Principal  


